TYPO3 Core - Task #77826
Clean up RTEhtmlarea Spellchecker
2016-09-03 12:14 - Benni Mack

Status: Closed  Start date: 2016-09-03
Priority: Should have  Due date:
Assignee: Benni Mack  % Done: 100%
Category: RTE (rtehtmlarea + ckeditor)  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 8.4  Complexity:
TYPO3 Version: 8
PHP Version:
Tags:

Description

Associated revisions
Revision a148d96c - 2016-09-12 11:09 - Benni Mack
[!!!][TASK] Clean up RTEhtmlarea Spellchecker
Use only Backend Routes instead of eID (= BE User) and unify the entrypoint PHP method.

Resolves: #77826
Releases: master
Change-id: l0dd0de9c6f6919ea2744a660fca785c6a21134ebd
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/49766
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>

-----

History
#1 - 2016-09-03 12:22 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/49766

#2 - 2016-09-03 17:36 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/49766

2020-02-21
#3 - 2016-09-12 11:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset a148d96ca4e9ab375f94dd367d2e83257c835c4c.

#4 - 2017-10-17 23:24 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed